YOU LOSE. YOU WIN.
SURGICAL & NON-SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS OPTIONS

CELEBRATE THE LITTLE VICTORIES
NOCHBARIATRICS.ORG
(616)847-5489

“THIS SURGERY DIDN’T JUST
GIVE ME MY OLD LIFE BACK,
IT CREATED A NEW ONE FOR ME.”
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TWO PATHS TO A HEALTHIER
LIFE START HERE.
Month after month, and year after year of
failed diets and lapsed gym memberships.
For some, losing weight and keeping it
off can be a lifelong struggle. It can seem
overwhelming and, at times, hopeless.
We understand what you’re facing. The
Bariatric Clinic team at North Ottawa
Community Health System has extensive
experience treating bariatric patients.
Our board-certified physicians, program
coordinators, dietitians, behavioral
consultants and exercise physiologists are
dedicated to you in partnership, guiding
every step of your weight loss journey.
After you attend an in-person or online
surgical seminar through our free app
(see page 11), we schedule a one-on-

Pictured left to right: Stacy Suarez, Medical Weight Loss Coordinator and Mary Reau, RN, CBN Bariatric Program Coordinator

one consultation and evaluation to get
to know you and your goals. Our team
becomes your team, providing seamless,
coordinated care in our office as well as
at North Ottawa Community Hospital.
You will see our familiar, supportive staff
through every phase of your journey. We
offer all the necessary evaluation and
testing in-house, including sleep tests,
electrocardiograms and blood work, so
the entire process is totally coordinated
and convenient for you.
Most important, we offer a customdesigned path to help you reach your
goals. Whether you choose a surgical or
non-surgical option, our compassionate,
encouraging team will be by your side the
entire way.
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WEIGHT LOSS SUCCESS WITH
BARIATRIC SURGERY.
One approach to losing weight and improving
your health is bariatric surgery.* With
nationally renowned surgeon and North
Ottawa Community Hospital’s Bariatric
Medical Director, James Foote, MD, FACS,
we offer the most advanced, high quality
surgical techniques right here in Grand Haven.

surgeons from across the country who
travel here to learn his surgical technique.
The three additional surgeons in his
practice have collectively performed more
than 6,700 bariatric procedures and are
widely regarded as the region’s most
experienced surgical group.

We offer four laparoscopic surgery options**,
which are minimally invasive and result in less
pain and a shorter recovery time. Bariatric
surgery often can cure or reduce symptoms of
many conditions associated with obesity such
as diabetes, sleep apnea, hypertension, venous
stasis, gastroesophogeal reflux disease (GERD)
and soft tissue infections.

In addition to our remarkable surgical
team, we have a dynamic group of nurses,
dietitians, behavioral consultants and
exercise physiologists who will be with
you from informational orientations
through surgery, to support groups and
follow-up visits. Bariatric surgery is a lifechanging event that requires a long-term
commitment from you and your care team.
Our goal is to help you sustain your weight
loss success for the rest of your life.

Dr. Foote has performed more than 3,000
bariatric procedures, and routinely hosts

* In order to qualify for bariatric surgery your Body Mass Index (BMI) must be 35 or greater. Other qualifiers may be required depending on your insurance company.
**daVinci robotic-assisted surgical technique available for vertical sleeve gastrectomy procedure only.

James Foote, MD, FACS: The Bariatric Clinic’s Medical Director for Bariatric Surgery
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WEIGHT LOSS SUCCESS WITHOUT
BARIATRIC SURGERY.
Our non-surgical approach to weight
loss is a medically supervised treatment
program that helps you lose weight safely
and maintain the weight loss.
NOCHS offers two comprehensive 16week weight loss programs led by our
medical director and board-certified
Internist and Bariatrician, Jennifer Sandy,
DO. At an initial consultation, our team
will help you determine the program that
is best for you based on your current
health and weight loss goal. One program
includes high-protein, low-calorie
food items purchased through NOCHS’
Dunewood Pharmacy, while the other
is a modified approach, enabling you to
use food purchased at a grocery store.
Both programs include weekly classes
and support from our team. Dr. Sandy as
Jennifer Sandy, DO: The Bariatric Clinic’s Medical Director for Medical Weight Loss

well as a physician assistant, behavioral
consultant, a dietitian, an exercise
physiologist, and a medical weight loss
coordinator will help you succeed. Many
of our patients have serious medical
conditions that are either brought about
or made worse by their excess weight.
A physician-supervised program like
ours can help patients safely manage
those conditions throughout the weight
loss process with physical exams,
routine blood work and classes that keep
everyone accountable. If you choose our
Medical Weight Loss program, you will
receive extensive support from our team
throughout the process and thereafter.
Once you complete our program you will
continue to receive support through our
Healthy Living Program.
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GAIL T. KRUG

KELLY JO BRUST

TEACHER, RECENTLY RETIRED
MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS PATIENT

NURSING STUDENT
BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENT

I was morbidly obese and extremely
sedentary. My health was suffering, along
with my sense of self. I was afraid to make
goals because I had failed so many times
before. But one day I ran out of excuses and
decided to start a new, healthier chapter
in my life. The NOCHS Medical Weight Loss
Program sounded different from the others;
it not only provided knowledge, expertise
and helpful tools, but also helped me to
focus on the mental as well as the physical.

I was depressed a lot, had mood swings,
and found comfort in sleeping through life.
When I was finally ready to be healthy and
happy and to enjoy life again, I contacted
NOCHS. That was a great day.

The NOCHS professionals invested their
time and effort in me and didn’t abandon
me when I hit maintenance, which now is
my biggest challenge. I’ve lost more than
120 lbs., and my NOCHS family helps me
maintain my weight. I think back to the
many years I sat on the sidelines just
watching. But those days are over; today
I am an athlete.

Working with NOCHS has been a very
positive experience; they’ve helped me feel
comfortable with myself and my goals, and I
have currently lost more than 125 lbs. They
have been a huge support with my overall
weight loss and the mental challenges
that bariatric patients can go through.
They taught me to be patient and be proud
of myself whether I lost one pound or five
pounds in a week, and to wake up every day
and recommit to my goals. With their regular
support groups, NOCHS is always there
for me. Whenever I call, someone is always
ready to help. Instead of sleep walking
through life, I am moving ahead with my
weight loss and earning a Bachelor’s Degree
in nursing. My goal is to help others who
are facing the same thing I did.
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JAMES WATTS

DAVID TAKITAKI

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENT

COLLEGE PROFESSOR
BARIATRIC SURGERY PATIENT

Having been overweight my entire life, I
was finding it difficult to do my job. I also
wasn’t able to be as active as I wanted, but
I started running to lose weight and found
myself really enjoying it. My weight had the
last laugh, however, causing knee problems
which stopped me in my tracks. That’s
when I realized I needed a sustainable
weight loss solution.

My obesity was killing me. Literally. It
had progressed to the point where I was
suffering from serious health conditions
and finding it difficult to be mobile. I wanted
to be able to keep up with my friends, walk
along the beach without getting winded, and
stop being ashamed of my body each and
every day. I finally admitted to myself that
I couldn’t fight my food addiction alone. I
needed help, immediately. NOCHS took time
to mentally and emotionally prepare me for
the process of surgery and the steps that
come after. From pre-operative through
post-op care, the quality of the program
and staff exceeded my expectations. I felt
at ease the whole way. I’ve now lost more
than 230 lbs. and am aiming to lose 100
more. I want to get to a point where my
weight does not define me, where it’s not
the first thing someone notices when they
meet me. NOCHS is helping me get there
with the support and knowledge I need to be
successful in my daily battle against food
addiction. With their help, I’m now winning
more battles than I’m losing.

I wasn’t sure what the result would be
when I started working with NOCHS, but
they exceeded my expectations and I have
now lost nearly 90 lbs. I was amazed by the
constant encouragement of the staff. My
victories were their victories – they were
truly invested in me and my health. My goal
was to start running again, and this year
NOCHS sponsored me in the Grand Haven
Coast Guard 5K; I ran my best time ever.
My new goal is to complete a half Iron Man
Competition before my 60th birthday. In
a sense, I’m a new person, and there is no
stopping me now.
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STAY
ON TRACK
The NOCHS’ Bariatric Clinic App was
specially designed for you to learn about
your weight loss options. Download from
either the Apple or Google Play app stores
and read success stories from other
patients, watch our online surgical seminar,
find tasty recipes, and upload your photos
to your personal weight loss timeline. Track
your personal journey and keep your weight
loss story at your fingertips.
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TAKE THE
FIRST STEPS
We are fortunate to live in a lakeshore
community that offers exceptional quality
of life, nationally recognized healthcare,
and countless ways to enjoy an active
lifestyle. The coordinated care of North
Ottawa Community Health System’s
Bariatric Clinic is designed to help you
lose weight and improve your ability to
live an active life, without having to leave
Grand Haven. Together, we’ll find the right
path for your long-term weight loss and a
lifetime of healthier living.

Join us for a free seminar to learn
more. To register or for information,
call 616.847.5489

To learn more about Anna’s story, download our App and click the before and after section.
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